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NN/LM Mission
The mission of the National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NN/LM) is to advance the progress of medicine and improve the public health by: 1) providing all U.S. health professionals with equal access to biomedical information; and, 2) improving the public’s access to information to enable them to make informed decisions about their health. The Program is coordinated by the National Library of Medicine and carried out through a nationwide network of health science libraries and information centers.

MASSACHUSETTS
Membership: 99 full members; 127 affiliate members

Library
Barnesville Medical Center
Boston College
Bunker Hill Community College
Fenway Community Health Library, Inc.
JBI Center for Environmental
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, Worcester
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy
Massachusetts General Hospital Access to Resources for Community Health (ARCH)
Outreach to Parents Interested in the Internet to Care for their Children
UMASS Memorial Children’s Hospital

Subcontract
Greater Springfield HIV/AIDS Outreach Information Technology Skills for Small Libraries
Access to Biomedical Information in WPI and AIDS
Library Connections for Health
Groton Community Health Library Project
Library: Massachusetts Public Library

Library
University of Massachusetts Medical School

Subcontract
MA AllCare Learning and Library Resources Service Program
New England Public Health Workforce Outreach
Partners in Information for the Public Health Workforce
E-Health
Improving Information in the Treatment of GERD
Plain Language Health Information Project

VERMONT
Membership: 13 full members; 25 affiliate members

Library
University of Vermont

Subcontract
Vermont Cooperative Consumer Health Information Project

CONNETICUT
Membership: 51 full members; 51 affiliate members

Library
Harford Hospital
Subcontract
Building Bridges Between Conventional and Complementary Medicine
Qualcom Incorporated
Yale University

Library
New Hampshire AMC and Biomedical Center
New Hampshire NHAMC and Biomedical Center

Subcontract
Health Information New Hampshire Project
Northwest Regional Medical”
Germantown (PRAVIG) (initiated August 2005)

RHODE ISLAND
Membership: 15 full members; 17 affiliate members

Library
Rhode Island Hospital and Brown University

Subcontract
Rhode Island Multiple Library Outreach for Health Information

MAINE
Membership: 49 full members; 28 affiliate members

Library
Franklin Community Health Network

Subcontract
Outreach Project (Initiated August 2005)

These programs have been funded by the National Library of Medicine under a contract (NLM-2001-2013) with the University of Massachusetts Medical School in Worcester.